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THE ASUSU EXECUTIVE COUNCIL holds an open forum for students to ask questions and voice concerns in the Hub on Wednesday afternoon. SAMANTHA BEHL photo

'Brutally honest' draws quiet crowd
ALLISON HENDRIX
staff writer

ASUSU Student Advocate
Christian Orr, known for his
“transparency, accountability, and
responsibility” platform, fulfilled
his campaign promise of an open
student government in part in an
event Wednesday afternoon.
Orr, along with the rest of the
ASUSU Executive Council, held a
“Brutally Honest Forum” in the Hub
in the TSC. The forum has been
held in past years, but not recently.
When the council invited students
to speak their minds through with
an open mic, three students took
the opportunity.
“A lot of times, we struggle to get

students to give us the input that we
need to meet their needs,” Orr said.
Orr said the structure of the
forum was changed slightly this
year because of difficulty in the past
with getting enough students to
participate in the Brutally Honest
Forum. This year, the panel began
by addressing a list of formatted
questions Orr said are typically seen
every year, or those that are con-‐
nected to more recent events and
issues on campus.
The open-‐mic style of the second
half allowed students to address the
panel about issues they care about.
“The purpose of this forum is to
allow students to give the student
government officers feedback — to

ask questions, to voice concerns, to
leave comments.” Orr said.
“Some people feel that ASUSU
in some ways kind of distances
themselves from the student popu-‐
lation,” said a student speaking in
the forum. “Do you guys feel that’s a
concern and if so, what are you guys
doing to try and make it so you are
a part of the student body?”
Christian Thrapp, ASUSU presi-‐
dent, said going out to individual
groups and personally getting their
feedback helps break down the
walls between student government
and the rest of the student body.
Unfortunately, a very real discon-‐
nect still exists regarding students
giving their input directly to ASUSU

representatives because of the loca-‐
tion of ASUSU offices, he said.
“The way that the TSC is set up,
there is almost like a physical bar-‐
rier,” he said. “This stigma that the
third floor doesn’t actually exist.
The third floor — if you go up
there, any of these officers will be
more than happy to help you out.
They love talking to people. That’s
why they are here. They’re here to
represent you.”
Orr said utilizing the platform
of social media has been on his
mind. He said if students don’t feel
comfortable addressing ASUSU
members in their offices, they can
make their voices heard through a
new organization called USU Think

Tank. Think Tank takes a proactive
role in identifying policies or prac-‐
tices to start, stop, or continue, and
then executing them, he said.
Orr said since our generation
is so connected to social media,
students can go to the USU Think
Tank Facebook page to make their
voices heard or they can tweet to
@ASUSU1888 or #USUbh.
“If you feel that there’s a barrier
there, it’s just another way for you
to reach out and feel a little more
comfortable,” Orr said.
During an silence in between
students voicing their concerns, Orr
asked students for more feedback.
“We want your input,” he said.

See ASUSU, Page 3

Caine Dairy fuel siphoning under investigation
LIS STEWART
staff writer

Three hundred gallons of
diesel fuel were siphoned from
vehicles at the Caine Dairy
Teaching and Research Center
within the last month, accord-‐
ing to Sgt. Travis Dunn of the
USU Police Department.
Doyle Knudsen, farm fore-‐
man at the USU Agriculture
Experiment Station, said he
found a hose and spilled fuel on
the ground around the vehicles
the morning of Nov. 7.
“All the caps had been left
off of the fuel tanks,” Knudsen
said. “The tractors that were
siphoned were full and the next
day were empty.”
Knudsen said it appeared

whoever siphoned the gas tried
to get into another vehicle but
failed. He said the fuel was
siphoned out of three tractors,
a 10-‐wheel dump truck and a
boat tank.
“We all sat around talking
about it and I got up and decid-‐
ed to call the police,” Knudsen
said.
The dairy is checking records
to pinpoint exactly how much
was taken. Estimates are at
three hundred gallons, but
Knudsen said he suspects more
than that was siphoned within
the last month.
Since the dairy is in the mid-‐
dle of a large spread out facility,
security is light, said Capt. Steve

See DAIRY, Page 2

DIESEL FUEL WAS STOLEN from tractors like these at USU’s Caine Dairy in Wellsville. DELAYNE LOCKE photo

Museum celebrates Native American culture
MITCH HENLINE
staff writer

The USU Museum of Anthropology
held its first ever Student Night at the
Museum on Wednesday.
Students were invited to listen to
presentations, eat free food provided by
the museum and learn about different
cultures.
According to Museum Curator
Elizabeth Sutton, this year the museum
has been more community oriented
than in the past. She said the night was
started to include USU students and get
them to start visiting the museum.
“Everybody’s welcome, but we tend
to advertise more with just the commu-‐
nity,” Sutton said. “We want to do more

for students and encourage them, just
to have a night where they can get some
free food, take a break, come and learn
something.”
The theme of Student Night was
Navajo Culture. The Native American
Student Council joined with the muse-‐
um to give presentations to help those
in attendance learn about the culture.
“We put out a general call to all of the
diversity clubs if they would be wanting
to do this,” Sutton said. “The Native
American group was the one that kind
of jumped on it right away and said,
‘Yes, we have this. We’d like to do this.’”
The event started with a presenta-‐
tion by Miss American Indian USU
Lindsay June. She spoke on the respon-‐
sibilities involved with her position

and gave a presentation on Native
American culture which included a
performance of “Amazing Grace” in
the Navajo language. June was followed
by Gabrielle George, a member of the
Native American Student Council, who
performed a traditional Navajo dance
known as “Jingle Dress.”
After the presentations, students
took a tour of the Navajo exhibit, which
featured different Navajo quilts. Part
of the tour included a demonstration
where the students learned how to
weave with the Navajo looms.
“The whole exhibit is basically on
the whole process of Navajo weav-‐
ing,” Sutton said. “They raise their
own sheep. They do the whole process.
Navajo rugs are really, really big in

the art market and are worth tons of
money. The ones we have on loan here
are worth thousands of dollars. It’s a
fun exhibit to highlight. Our modern
society values it because of the price
we’ve assigned to it, but there’s a deeper
story there.”
Sutton said she hopes to do more
Student Nights next semester.
“This is the first ever student night,”
Sutton said. “Starting this academic
year I’ve been trying to partner with a
lot of the diversity groups on campus
because the whole purpose of anthro-‐
pology is to promote culture and diver-‐
sity. We’re hoping next semester to
have couple more, maybe once a month,

See CULTURE, Page 2
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Agribusiness students travel to Puerto Rico
USU MEDIA RELATIONS
The Department of Applied
Economics’ Agribusiness Club
sent a team of five agribusiness
students to Puerto Rico to com-‐
pete in the 2012 Food Distribution
Research Society (FDRS) Student
Food Marketing Challenge. Out
of the seven participating teams
this year, the USU Agribusiness
team ranked in the top three
after the first round, presented
in the second round and placed
third overall for the competition.
This year’s team was comprised
of Lauren Scales, Paul Urzagaste,
Trevor Knudsen, Emma Shoaf and
Nat Jitwarawong.

The FDRS Student Food
Marketing Challenge gives agri-‐
business students the opportunity
to take what they are learning in
the classroom and apply it to real-‐
life situations. The competition
began with a real client explaining
their unique marketing dilemma.
The student teams were then given
several hours to create a 15-‐minute
oral and visual presentation that
synthesized, evaluated and pro-‐
posed solutions to the problem.
All team members were required
to participate in the presentation
and the ten-‐minute question and
answer session that followed.
“Each competition is a new
challenge,” said Trevor Knudsen,

a senior majoring in Agribusiness
who has participated in several
FDRS Challenges. “The neat thing
is that you are making a plan [for]
a company that they may actually
use.”
The marketing challenge this
year came from Martex Farms.
Martex Farms sells a variety of
fruits and is trying to expand
to New York and Florida where
native Puerto Ricans have migrat-‐
ed. Martex Farms wants to whole-‐
sale green bananas to restaurants
in those specific states.
The USU Agribusiness team
called various locations to note
who buys green bananas, how
many they buy and why people

buy them. The team then created
a presentation based on their find-‐
ings. They proposed that instead
of selling to restaurants, Martex
Farm should sell green bananas
peeled, pre-‐cooked and ready to
eat. The presentation outlined
how selling ready-‐to-‐eat green
bananas would be more beneficial
than selling to restaurants, gave a
simple marketing plan and even
listed a tasty green banana recipe.
Kynda Curtis, the agribusiness
club advisor, believes students
enjoy the competition and want to
keep coming back.
“The competition gives students
skills that have real world applica-‐
tion,” said Curtis.

The trip was funded by a variety
of sources, including the APEC
department, ASUSU and dona-‐
tions solicited by the students for
the College of Agriculture silent
auction.
Other teams competing includ-‐
ed the University of Kentucky,
University of Idaho, University
of Minnesota, Cal State -‐ Chico,
Texas A&M and Cal Poly. Texas
A&M and Cal Poly took first and
second place at the competition,
respectively.
For more information about the
Agribusiness Club contact Kynda
Curtis, kynda.curtis@usu.edu.

CULTURE: Miss
American Indian
highlights event

From page 1
partnering with some more students
here.”
Kevin Price, a freshman majoring in
anthropology and a volunteer at the
museum, said he was happy with how
the first student night went and is
looking forward to more in the future.
“I think it went fantastic,” Price
said. “We had a lot of people who
came. We weren’t expecting this kind
of turnout. This is on par with our
Saturdays. Our Saturdays are really
pretty good.”
The museum is hoping to include
other clubs for Student Night at the
Museum in the future.
“We want to reach out to the other
clubs around campus to get more
publicity for the clubs as well as for
the museum to help get more cultural
awareness,” said Alicia Olea, a volun-‐
teer at the museum and a member of
the Native American Student Council.
“It’s a great opportunity for students
to learn of other cultures and to keep
an open mind.”
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LINDSAY JUNE, MISS AMERICAN INDIAN 2012, presents at the USU Anthropology Museum on Wednesday night. During
the event, she shared thoughts about her culture. DELAYNE LOCKE

Resale market for Apple iPads booms
BY MARIA RECIO
MCT

The release of Apple’s fourth-‐generation
iPad and iPad Mini this month has created
a booming resale market for used tablets,
spawning a virtual yard sale where eager fan-‐
boys can get a bundle of cash to put toward
their next Apple purchase.
The third-‐generation iPad, labeled obsolete
by some customers annoyed with the quick
release of its successor, is selling for more
than $400 in some resale markets. Buyback
websites have jumped at the chance to turn a
healthy profit on the tablet.
The iPad resale market is relatively new
_ the device is less than 3 years old _ but
is already flush with opportunity. Online
marketplaces such as Gazelle and uSell.
com, which buy and sell used electronics,
saw a huge spike in third-‐generation iPad
sales immediately after Apple announced its
upgrade in late October.
“Our site just kind of blew up,” said Anthony
Scarsella, chief gadget officer at Gazelle.
Now, almost three weeks later, some buyback
companies say the third-‐generation iPad is

still their hottest product. And gadget web-‐
sites aren’t the only ones turning a pretty
penny; tablet owners can take comfort know-‐
ing they can get serious cash for their used
iPad.
Some Apple customers protested upon
hearing that the Cupertino, Calif.,-‐based
company would release a fourth iPad just
seven months after the third generation hit
stores. Hundreds of dollars down the drain,
they said, on a product that became obsolete
in less time than a gym membership expires.
But the fuss may have been overstated.
While iPad owners can’t make back all of
what they spent, some websites are offering
$300 to $400 for the 32GB version and up to
$500 for 64GB. The average price on eBay is
$530. The third-‐generation iPad cost $499 to
$829 new.
BTIG research analyst Walter Piecyk said
the secondhand iPad market is a “growing
phenomenon.” Many customers haven’t
figured out that the iPad has a strong resale
value, and there are people who will happily
scoop up an older version.
“It’s a new opportunity,” he said. “There’s
real money in it for people.”
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Daniel Brauser, founder and president of
uSell, said Apple fans should use the money
they make off their iPad to subsidize a
fourth-‐generation purchase, which has com-‐
parable pricing to the third.
“People are ready to get the next latest and
greatest on this short product cycle, and they
don’t realize it, but there’s a lot of value left
over,” he said.
But enough consumers have discovered
the gadget resale world for buyback sites to
see sharp gains. Average sales for the third-‐
generation iPad doubled on uSell during the
two weeks following Apple’s announcement,
Brauser said. He said the device has one of the
highest profit margins; the company makes
more than $20 per sale.
EBay also saw a nearly double increase in
the number of third-‐generation iPad listings
immediately after Apple unveiled its new tab-‐
lets last month, a company spokesman said.
Gazelle, which buys and resells Apple prod-‐
ucts, saw a 450 percent increase in sales of
old iPads. More than three-‐quarters of those
sales were third-‐generation tablets.

From page 1
Milne of the campus police. He said
the Cache County Sheriff’s Office
was informed of the matter to help
in surveillance.
“It’s kind of open,” Milne said.
“There’s no gate that locks at night.
People can drive in at any time of
the day.”
Milne said given the price of gas
and the economy right now, it is
likely someone would be looking for
alternative ways to pay for gas. He
said diesel fuel is commonly used in
large trucks, semis and farm equip-‐
ment.
The investigation is ongoing.
Police could not provide exact
details about the investigation, but
Milne said the department will
interview employees to find out if
anyone saw anything.
– la.stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Record number of women in the House
BY MARIA RECIO
MCT

WASHINGTON – Twenty
years after the “year of the
woman” election, when a
record number of female
candidates joined the storied
“Senate club,” female law-‐
makers will be seen in even
greater numbers in the halls
of Congress come January.
Senate Democrats have
added four new female mem-‐
bers and Senate Republicans
have added one, bringing the
female ranks in the upper
chamber to 20, a historic
high.
It resulted in a net gain of
two seats for the Democrats,
for a 55-‐45 advantage over
Republicans because the
Senate’s two independents
caucus with the Democrats.
Across the Capitol in the
House of Representatives, a
record 81 women were elected,
with some races still unde-‐
cided. Politicians, activists
and scholars said the results
signaled a new electoral era
in which women, half the
American population, were
playing a role that more close-‐
ly reflected society.
“As we increase the number
of women, it brings to the
forefront issues of women and
families in a whole different
way,” said Stephanie Schriock,
the president of Emily’s List,
an organization that works
to elect women who support
abortion rights to political
office. “Women bring a differ-‐
ent life experience.”

In New Hampshire, the entire
four-‐member congressional
delegation –two senators and
two House members, as well
as the state’s governor –is now
female.
And speaking of New
Hampshire, among the cur-‐
rent crop of female lawmakers
on Capitol Hill, Republican
Sen. Kelly Ayotte of the
Granite State is among several
who are getting early men-‐
tions as possible presidential
contenders in 2016. The
others are Democratic Sens.
Kirsten Gillibrand of New
York and Amy Klobuchar of
Minnesota.
The new Senate women
comprise two Democrats cur-‐
rently serving in the House:
Mazie Hirono of Hawaii and
Tammy Baldwin of Wisconsin,
who will also become the first
openly gay member of the
chamber. Others winners with
political resumes were for-‐
mer North Dakota Attorney
General Heidi Heitkamp, also
a Democrat, and Deb Fischer,
a Republican state legislator
from Nebraska.
The most high-‐profile
victor among the group,
however wasn’t a current or
former lawmaker at all but a
Harvard law professor, who as
a prominent consumer advo-‐
cate is familiar with the ways
of Washington. Democratic
Sen.-‐elect Elizabeth Warren
in Massachusetts led financial
restructuring efforts for the
Obama administration. She
unseated a Republican, Sen.
Scott Brown.

Campus & Community

Museum looks at
study of food
The anthropology of food is
the subject of the next activity
Nov. 17 at Utah State University’s
Museum of Anthropology and its
“Saturdays at the Museum” series.
Activities that day include
an in-‐depth look at the subject,
including rituals and specific uses
of foods from around the world.
Museum guests will have a chance
to try unique recipes, including
those for the foods served at the
first Thanksgiving. They can also
participate in Thanksgiving tradi-‐
tions just as the pilgrims did.
“Food is an everyday part of
our cultural identity and thus, a
part of us.” said Diana Azevedo,
a museum assistant and USU
graduate student. “We wanted to
celebrate the impact that food has
on all people, and help patrons
learn about the many ways that
food both reflects and shapes our
cultures.”

Chamber ensemble
presents concert
Sen. Patty Murray, D-‐Wash.,
who led her party’s Senate
campaign and herself was
elected as the “mom in tennis
shoes” in the 1992 watershed
“year of the woman” election,
said the Senate would be a
different place next year, and
that “will be good for the
country.”

Her predecessor as the party’s
Senate campaign chief, Sen.
Charles Schumer of New York,
said he preferred to field
female candidates.
“The electorate wants people
to compromise and come
together,” Schumer said.
“Women are very good at
doing that.”

ASUSU: Some
students speak
up at forum

Rocking tbe cradle

From page 1
“We want to do what you want. I
get frustrated when I walk down
the sidewalk and hear, ‘Oh my
goodness, they did this or they
didn’t do this.’ This is your oppor-‐
tunity. Please, please give us feed-‐
back.”
Chaise Warr, ASUSU program-‐
ming vice president, said in an
organization as large as a student
body, it’s difficult for its leaders to
know what major issues and needs
are without student involvement.
“This is a student-‐run campus
and we need students’ input,”
Warr said. “We’re there to help
in whatever way we can. It’s often
hard for us, one individual, to
know amongst thousands of stu-‐
dents what those needs may be,
but our doors are always open.”
When Orr ran for his position
last spring, one of his goals was to
“to promote the Brutally Honest
Panel where ASUSU officers have
an open-‐mic to address real con-‐
cerns and issues students have.”
Orr said he felt the forum was
successful, particularly with all
of the feedback gathered from
surveys that were filled out during
the event.
“I think students can see that
we’re serious about trying to be
engaged with them,” he said.
USU’S GOT TALENT first place winner Matthew Brown performs a yo-yo freestyle routine. He has
been doing yo-yo tricks since he saw someone at the Utah State fair doing tricks and selling yo-yos at 13
years old. SAMANTHA BEHL photo

PoliceBlotter
Friday, Nov. 2
8683ROLFHLQYHVWLJDWHGDKLWDQGUXQ
accident with no injuries. The suspect
vehicle was located and the driver was
issued a citation for leaving the scene of
an accident.
8683ROLFHDVVLVWHGWKH/RJDQ&LW\
Police Department with three intoxi-‐
cated individuals at Lee’s Marketplace.
The three individuals were arrested for
numerous charges and transported to
the Cache County Jail.
Saturday, Nov. 3
8683ROLFHUHVSRQGHGWRDVXVSLFLRXV
person incident at the Spectrum during
the USU basketball game. Police made

Briefs

– abhendrix@pentaracorp.com

Contact USU Police at 797-1939
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911

contact with a male individual who had
been taking pictures of cheerleaders. A
report was filed.

low up found it was an empty shell.

Sunday, Nov. 4

8683ROLFHUHVSRQGHGWRDWKHIWRID
bike seat and to a report that a bike was
buried in the dirt. Police arrived and the
subject who took the lock and buried the
bike came out and talked to police. The
seat is still stolen. Police are investigat-‐
ing.

8683ROLFHDVVLVWHGDVWXGHQWZLWKD
Mossberg shotgun he disassembled and
could not get back together.
Monday, Nov. 5
868SROLFHUHFHLYHGDUHSRUWRIJUDIILWL
on the door to the pump house near the
HPER building. Police are investigating.
Tuesday, Nov. 6
8683ROLFHZHUHQRWLILHGRIDEXOOHW
that was found in the library. Further fol-‐

Wednesday, Nov. 7

8683ROLFHUHVSRQGHGWRDILUHLQFLGHQW
near the TSC. Police found the ROTC was
doing fire extinguisher training. Police
determined everything to be OK.
Compiled by Allee Wilkinson

USUs Music Department pres-‐
ents the annual Caine Chamber
Ensembles performance Thursday,
Nov. 15, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Performance Hall on USU’s Logan
campus.
“In all chamber music there is a
heightened degree of performing
accountability, as the ensembles are
smaller and every voice matters,”
said Max Matzen, assistant profes-‐
sor in the Caine College of the Arts.
“This concert should be a clear indi-‐
cator of the high level of musician-‐
ship amongst music students.”
The Caine Chamber Ensembles
include the Caine Percussion
Quartet, USU Horn Quartet,
Caine Woodwind Quintet, Caine
Saxophone Quartet and Caine Brass
Quintet. Each group is auditioned
and students in the groups are
awarded scholarships provided by
the Marie Eccles Caine Foundation-‐
Russell family.
Each ensemble will perform
individually, featuring a variety of
works.

Department hosts
‘Fabulous Fluids’
What makes an airplane fly? What
keeps a heavy battleship afloat? How
do you tell the difference between a
hydrogen balloon and a helium bal-‐
loon?
Inquiring minds of all ages are
invited to learn the answer to these
questions and more at Utah State
University Department of Physics’
fifth annual November Demonstration
Show on campus Friday, Nov. 16.
This year’s theme is “Fabulous
Fluids.” The gathering begins at 7 p.m.
in the Emert Auditorium, Room 130,
of the Eccles Science Learning Center.
Admission is free and open to all ages.
“It’s time again to kick off
Thanksgiving week with our popular
annual tradition,” says James Coburn,
Teaching Laboratory supervisor and
demonstration specialist in USU’s
Department of Physics. “This year, our
featured topic is fluid dynamics.”
In physics, Coburn says, “fluids”
refer to liquids and gasses.
“We’ll talk about such concepts
as buoyancy, surface tension, levita-‐
tion and what makes things float or
sink,” he says. “We’ll use atmospheric
pressure to crush a 55-‐gallon barrel,
fire smoke rings out of a giant vortex
cannon, launch a ping pong ball seven
different ways and create a ‘flame tor-‐
nado.’ It will be a lot of fun.”
Physics? Fun?
“Absolutely,” Coburn says.
“Unfortunately, many are intimidated
by physics study. But it shouldn’t be
that way – learning about science is
something everyone can enjoy.”
For directions and parking informa-‐
tion, visit www.usu.edu/science/
unwrapped.
Compiled from staff
and media reports

ClarifyCorrect
In the Tuesday. Nov. 13 edition
of The Utah Statesman, a photo
of Aaron Wolcott was incorrectly
labeled as Jonathan Aaron. Wolcott
also served in Afghanistan, not
Iraq.
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Students debate tipping customs

BY CALE PATTERSON
features senior writer

Some people think having to leave
a gratuity after paying the price of a
meal should not be necessary and that
it is just a way for restaurants to make
more money and cut the cost of pay-‐
ing employees.
“I think it’s kind of silly because
places that you tip at are already more
expensive than fast food places, so
I think it should be the employer’s
job to give them a wage,” said Sean
Collins, a freshman majoring in biol-‐
ogy. “It just makes it so the employer
can charge more because he doesn’t
have to pay his employees as much
money, so he is making more. It’s just
a way for the employer to get extra
money.”
Collins said the financial circum-‐
stances of college students makes
eating out a bigger sacrifice than it
would be otherwise.
“It’s a bigger sacrifice,” he said. “It
makes people less likely to eat because
it raises the price of eating out. I know
waiters don’t get paid as much though,
and that is why I always tip.”
Despite his distaste for tipping,
Collins said servers should have to
earn it.
“I know they need money, so I will
tip unless they do a bad job,” he said.
“It’s just annoying I think. I don’t
think it should be given though — I
think the waitress or waiter should
have to earn it.”
Tucker Cottrell, a freshman major-‐
ing in pre-‐physical therapy and nutri-‐
tion, has worked in the restaurant
industry for a year and a half and said
his employment has caused him to be
more aware of what a server is doing,

6)78%96%287)6:)676)0= on tips as their main source of income. Most make around $2 an hour without gratuity. DELAYNE
LOCKE photo illustration

allowing him to gauge how much to
tip.
“No matter how bad your service is,
you very rarely should ever stiff some-‐
body,” he said. “If you got stiffed every
single table, you would actually owe
the restaurant money.”
Cottrell said receiving no gratuity
when he has done his job can be very
frustrating.
“I’ve gotten stiffed a few times, and
there is nothing more frustrating
when you feel like you’ve done your
job, and come to find out there’s a
big fat zero or a line through the tip
column,” he said. “You’re just like, ‘Oh
man, I’m never doing that to some-‐

body.’ That’s so rude.”
Morgan Quigley, a junior major-‐
ing in business administration, has
worked in several restaurants during
the last few years and currently works
at The Beehive Grill. He said before
working in the restaurant industry,
his tipping habits were very different
than they are now.
“I remember going out on dates
when I was in high school, and I was
probably one of the worst tippers
ever,” Quigley said. “I was a pretty
standard high school kid — like three
bucks for me and my date on $25 or
$30 dollar meal.”
Quigley said he would now leave a

five to six dollar gratuity for a simi-‐
larly priced meal.
“If they did their best to take care
of me, I’ll still take care of them,” he
said. “That’s just if it’s a mediocre
server. I mean nothing outstanding,
but nothing terrible. Even if it was ter-‐
rible, I think that would probably still
be my minimum.”
According to Quigley, appropri-‐
ate tips range from 18 to 30 percent
depending on the quality of ser-‐
vice, yet most college students leave
between 10 and 18 percent gratuities.
“They just don’t know,” he said.
“They haven’t been on the other side
See GRATUITY, Page 5

Adjusting to dark, cold evenings

BY HAILEE HOUSLEY

staff writer

Say goodbye to long summer evenings and hello
to an extra hour of sleep. Students have been feel-‐
ing the effects of the time change even though it has
been more than a week since the time fell back one
hour due to daylight saving time change.
“I haven’t changed any clocks besides the one
on my phone that changes automatically,” said
Anthony Israelson, a sophomore majoring in eco-‐
nomics and international business. “Every time I
get in my car to drive somewhere, I look down at
the time and think, ‘Oh crap, I am an hour late,’ but
then I remember the time change.”
Confusion due to the time change has led to some
students showing up late to events.
“The time change has made me late for a few

things,” said Estefan Cespedes, a junior majoring in
accounting. “I was supposed to go help my grandma
clean her house the other day and ended up being
an hour late because I got mixed up thinking a
clock’s time hadn’t been changed when it actually
had. My grandma wasn’t too happy about me being
late.”
Even though the time change has been confus-‐
ing for some people, sleep-‐deprived students have
enjoyed the extra hour of sleep when the time
changed.
“I loved having an extra hour of sleep,” said
Israelson. “It was probably the highlight of the
whole year.”
To some students, however, the time change has
been a nuisance to their sleep.
“It can be inconvenient adjusting to a new sleep
schedule,” said Raegon Erickson, an undeclared

*%00³7',%2+)*631(%=0-+,87%:-2+ time is associated with depression and fatigue. Some students
struggle to adjust to the earlier sunsets. JESSICA FIFE photo illustration

freshman. “I woke up before my alarm went off for
the first three or four days after the time change,
but now my sleep is back on schedule.”
The sun setting earlier is leaving students tired
and less motivated earlier in the day.
“Since it gets dark earlier at night, by the time
I get home it feels later than it actually is,” said
Erickson. “I lose motivation to go out and do
things.”
Some think the lack of motivation earlier in the
day due to darker evenings is hurting productivity
in their daily lives.
“When you get done with track practice, it sucks
because it’s already dark and freezing outside,” said
Israelson. “You don’t feel like going out and doing
anything productive.”
Some think there has been a degrading mood
around campus since the time change.
“Everyone’s overall mood has seemed to decay in
the last couple of days,” Estefan said. “I have heard a
lot of people complain about their days getting cut
off so short and feeling tired all of the time. I have
also heard of a lot of people getting depressed at
this time of year. I don’t know if this is a causation
of the time change or just a correlation between the
change and it getting colder outside. Both things
seem pretty depressing to me.”
An Australian study said depression seems to be
heightened during daylight saving time. The study,
published in 2008 in Sleep and Biological Rhythms,
found a higher likelihood that men would com-‐
mit suicide during the first few weeks of the time
change than at any other time of the year.
“The darker days have slightly made me feel more
tired and not totally depressed but not as upbeat,”
said Estefan.
The brain knows the time on the clock has
changed, but the internal clock still has to readjust
to the time change. Some think the change is worth
having longer, sunny evenings in the summer.
“While my body is adjusting to the time change
in the fall, I usually get really hungry an hour
before my lunch break because I am used to eating
at that time, but the adjustment time is worth it,”
Estefan said. “I really like the switch in the spring.
Even though you lose an hour of sleep, it is nice to
have sprung ahead an hour to longer days.”
Students have methods to keeping themselves
happy and positive during the time change.
“I like to exercise, like going to a zumba class at
night to help wake me up and keep me from getting
depressed,” Erickson said.
– haileehousley@gmail.com
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Political scene welcomes all voices
BY STEVE KENT

makers on a variety of levels,
from the federal government
to city and university govern-‐
ments.

editor in chief

With the conclusion of the
2012 presidential campaign
earlier this month, mil-‐
lions of Americans hit the
four-‐year snooze button and
resumed a long political nap.
Even though it’s easy to feel
burned-‐out after a year of
debates and campaign ads,
now may be a good time to
make a difference, according
to people in the local political
scene.
“It’s important for college
students to be politically
involved, because politics
is going to happen whether
or not they get involved,
and it’s going to shape their
lives whether or not they get
involved,” said Briana Bowen,
a junior majoring in politi-‐
cal science and president of
the College Democrats USU
Chapter.
Bowen said even though the
elections are over, now is an
ideal time for citizens to get
involved in politics. Between
elections, politicians can do
what they were chosen to
do — create policy that will
shape the lives of students
and citizens.
“We’re in that sweet spot
right now where we’ve got a
new Congress that’s going to

The national level

THERE ARE MANY WAYS students can get involved in politics. Politicians often respond to letters
and personal visits. JESSICA FIFE photo illustration

be sworn in in January and
a president reinstated, and
they will have a couple of
years before the really intense
campaigning before the next
major election cycle comes
around,” Bowen said.
Josh Light, CEO of the
Logan-‐based website politicit.

com, said social media is a
good way to bring up impor-‐
tant issues.
“Voicing your concerns is
important,” Light said. “A lot
of politicians that are cur-‐
rently elected will look to
the Internet to find out how
people feel about what they’re

doing.”
Light said the online com-‐
munity’s response to the Stop
Online Piracy Act in early
2012 stopped the bill from
passing.
Beside online involvement,
students can influence gov-‐
ernment officials and law-‐

In the national arena, issues
such as the budget crisis,
military activity overseas and
energy policy raise debate on
all sides. Bowen said one of
the best ways to speak out on
a topic is to write a letter to
senators and representatives.
“People say, ‘Our congress-‐
man isn’t going to care about
the couple of letters that he
gets,’” Bowen said. “But few
enough constituents actu-‐
ally bother to write letters in
about issues that they care
about that it really does make
a difference. If you get seven
or eight well-‐crafted letters
going to a congressman about
an issue students feel strongly
about, they have to stop and
say, ‘Wait a second — this is
something that really matters
to a member of my constitu-‐
ency.’”
The state level
Ben Wilson, ASUSU execu-‐
tive vice president, said many
students don’t realize how
See POLITICS Page 6

GRATUITY: Servers depend on tips from customers
From page 4

of the table.”
Quigley said the minimum wage for the majority
of servers is $2.25 per hour, creating biweekly pay-‐
checks which barely cover the cost of taxes. Quigley
said for this reason, servers rely heavily on their
tips for income.
“You’ll get a paycheck and you’ll have worked
sixty hours, but your paycheck will be 15 to 20 dol-‐
lars,” he said. “All of that goes to cover the taxes on
the tips that you’ve made as well. You really don’t
get paid to be an employee of a restaurant. They
essentially cover the taxes for you. We rely on our
tips. We rely on them a lot. That is the only source

of cash inflow that we have, unless $15 to $20 dol-‐
lars is pretty significant. That’s half my grocery bill
at Walmart every week.”
Leaving no gratuity can lead to a significant loss
in wages and can cost a server important time to
recover, according to Quigley.
“It kind of puts a damper on your day,” he said.
“It’s always frustrating and kind of throws you off
of your game. I feel that I after I have gotten stiffed,
I don’t present myself as well at my other tables. It
influences your other tables as well. It kind of hits
you in a lot more ways that just missing a tip on one
table.”
Quigley said servers are doing the best they can
and asked students eating out to do the same for
their servers.

“Servers are doing everything they can,” he said.
“Please take care of us the same way we try and take
care of you.”
Camille Smart, a junior majoring in pre physical
therapy, said from a waitresses perspective, if a stu-‐
dent has enough money to go out to eat, they should
also be able to leave an appropriate tip.
“If you’re willing to go out to eat and have people
wait on you, I feel like you should have enough
money that you can leave a good tip for the person
that’s doing everything for you,” Smart said. “Be
aware of the low wage and just try and leave betters
tips. Us poor people are trying to work.”

– calewp@gmail.com
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Victorian Rose Worry away registration stress
A Shabby-‐Chic Boutique

@ Federal Ave and First

When you want to
the other.
A night of and everything in
Victorian
Rose
signing up for classes between before final- buy a nice buttonis sure to include a ly giving up and set- up shirt for a formal
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It’s a Tuesday in the
middle of November,
and because I have
gone through this
time of year several
years now, I want to
take a moment and
show my loving sympathy for you.
Its okay, I understand.
You can be strong.
Just believe. Trust
me, you’ll get through
this. Class registration
will through and done
with before you even
know it.
By this time if you
aren’t a junior, senior,
matriculated graduate student — and
according to lengthy
research,
nobody
in the general public understands what
matriculated graduate student means —
or one of the few with
the fervor and luck
to have earned the
godsend that is priority registration, you
are just now facing
the semesterly mental and physical neck
pain that class registration can cause.
Believe me: I completely see where you
are coming from. If it
is not one thing it is

Great Printers love
our Great Work.
(and we take care
of your precious
Ben Franklins, too!)

:HVW1RUWK/RJDQ

nything
u Need.

ll, almost
nything.

Don’t Worry. We’re BIG
enough to handle your job.

medium or large and
you can’t remember
if large or medium
was too tight on your
chest in the colder
months — I don’t feel
I need to explain this
scenario any further.
Getting too full on
appetizers at a restaurant — actually,
scratch that. This is
awesome. It’s like getting to go to Olive
Garden twice.
See what I mean?
There happens to be
a whole lot of things
worth head scratching over than class
registration.
Besides, you have
to pay for textbooks
again soon. It’s best
to save your frustration for Amazon.

– Steve Schwartzman
is a senior in communication studies and linguistics. When he isn’t
trying too hard to make
people laugh he is usually watching sports,
watching 90’s cartoons
or experiencing all
things Aggie Life. Got a
good idea for Steve to
rant about? Hit him up
at steve.schwartzman@
aggiemail.usu.edu
or on Twitter @
SchwartZteve

POLITICS: Volunteer for community

Great Weddings begin
with Great Invitations

From page 5

open the state legisla-‐
ture is to them.
“You can just go to
the
state capital or call
:HGGLQJ,QYLWDWLRQV
the secretary of your
stateDQGDOO:HGGLQJ
congressman and
say, ‘I’m
concerned
3DSHU*RRGV
about this
issue, I was
5HVXPHV
wondering if I could
)OLHUV&RPPHUFLDO
come
into your office
and talk 3ULQWLQJ
to you for five
minutes
about it about
'LVVHUWDWLRQV
it,’” Wilson said. “Nine
times out of 10, that
congressman is willing
to let you into his office
and is willing to sit
down and chat with you
about the issue.”
The decisions of the

Utah Legislature can
have a huge impact
on college students,
Bowen said. Among
other things, the state
legislature approves
the budget for USU and
approves expenditures
of privately-‐raised funds
for construction of
buildings on university
land.
One of the items to be
approved by the legisla-‐
ture in the 2013 session
is construction of the
proposed Aggie Life and
Wellness Center. USU
students approved an
increase in fees begin-‐
ning in 2015 to pay for
the new recreation cen-‐
ter, but the legislature
must still approve of the
building. More than a
decade ago, the legis-‐
lature voted against a
similar project at USU.
“Everything that the
state legislature does
during its two-‐month
session in the spring
— students should be
following that closely,”
Bowen said.

people who are remotely
interested in opening a
political door right now,
so there is a void.”
Volunteering to help
with city or student
government projects is
another way to make a
difference.
Wilson said ASUSU is
working on a campaign
to educate students
about their rights as
tenants. Local govern-‐
ments regulate what
landlords can and can’t
demand of renters, but
if the rules aren’t well-‐
they won’t be
630known,
West 200
North, said he
followed.
Wilson
/RJDQ
hopes the initiative will
decrease the number of
students who pay for
repairs and services that
are a landlord’s respon-‐
sibility.
ASUSU Student
Advocate Christian Orr
said the tenants’ rights
initiative is only one of
several student govern-‐
ment projects that could
use volunteer help.
“I wish that people
were chomping at the bit
and coming to my office
to jump on these proj-‐
ects,” Orr said. “I have
about 10 projects that
are sitting on the Think
Tank Board right now
and I’d say only three or
four of them are really
strongly rolling right
now. I’d absolutely love
more involvement.”
Olsen said there’s no
lack of opportunity for
volunteers in Logan City
either.
“There are always
projects that are ongo-‐
ing that if someone
wanted to get involved
with and be more famil-‐
iar with, they could call
the city council or the
mayor,” Olsen said.

Started  
Something
Great  ...

The local level

We Can Handle It.

Don’t Worry. We’re BIG
enough to handle your job.
est 200 North

53-8875

630 West 200 North

753-8875

753-8875

any lower” when you
want regular mustard
and all you have is
Dijon. I’m sorry, but
most of us just aren’t
that classy.
It’s a long drive,
and you have to pee
— This moment comprises the ultimate
panic mode. Failing
on mitigating this situation properly leads
to nothing but pain
and embarrassment.
The sad thing is, it
can only be inevitable with as much as
people travel — just in
case you wondered
why several people
steadily keep toilet
paper rolls in their
glove compartments.
Shin splints — If
you have never had
to walk across a parking lot in a shin splint,
you may never know
specifically why this
makes this list, but it
is most certainly far
from fun. To illustrate
— have ever seen
how ineffective a
line drive in baseball
ends up when the bat
breaks? Well, replace
line drive with walking, and make the bat
your legs. That’s right:
It’s like the first 45
minutes of “Forrest
Gump,” but all the
time.

Gutenberg

essional Quality
Printing
usiness Forms
sis, dissertations
dding Invitations
Accessories

630 West 200 North

So yes, it is, by
youthful definition, a
for-sure “crap sauce”
time of year, but I am
here to tell you that
amid all of the gall
and frustration, you
can keep your head
up. Trust me when I
say situations could
always be worse.
Don’t believe me?
Here is a list of things
that are definitely
worse than surviving
registration week.
Unforeseen climate
changes — Its goes
like this, and allow
me to be formal for
a second: It’s gotten
pretty friggidy-dippity
cold outside. So while
picking classes and
arranging how they
will fit into your schedule in such a frantic
settings against thousands of people your
age, at least you are
still indoors.
Purchasing a used
car — If you have ever
spent hours upon
hours dodging sob
stories and scammers
on Craigslist, you
know exactly what
I am talking about.
Even after heaving
the convenience of
learning what “OBO”
means, there will still
be clusters of questioning miles, repairs

nProfessional Quality
Printing
nBusiness Forms
nThesis, dissertations
nWedding Invitations
& Accessories

Get Back to
Get Back to Square One.

nProfessional Quality
Printing
nBusiness Forms
nThesis, dissertations
nWedding Invitations
& Accessories

“There’s always
something cooking at
the local level — the
city council level,” said
Herm Olsen, a member
of the Logan Municipal
Council. “It’s amazing
how complex it really
is, even running a small
city like Logan.”
Olsen said people
would be surprised how
welcome their involve-‐
ment in local govern-‐
ment is, especially now
that people are politi-‐
cally burned-‐out by
presidential campaigns.
:HVW1RUWK/RJDQ “This is an ideal time
to get involved in local
politics,” Olsen said.
“There are still things
occurring and thing
going on and so few

We Finish It.

– steve.kent@aggiemail.
usu.edu
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VOLLEYBALL

Conference champions
Aggies beat Texas State,
solidify WAC title

BY CURTIS
LUNDSTROM

sports senior writer
Senior Night lived up to
its billing for the Utah State
women’s volleyball team
as the Aggies capped their
WAC-‐Championship season
with a sweep of Texas State on
Wednesday at the Dee Glen
Smith Spectrum to send Shay
Sorensen, Josselyn White and
Kassi Hargrove out with a win.
“It’s always nice to win on
Senior Night,” said USU head
coach Grayson DuBose. “You
always want to send those guys
out with a good feeling. Those
three have accomplished a lot
while they’ve been here at Utah
State. That’s their 71st win,
I figured out. I think that’s

pretty impressive.”
Playing in front of a size-‐
able crowd on Senior Night,
Sorensen wasted little time
giving the Aggies the lead and
writing herself in the school
record books. With her first
swing of the night, the senior
from Ogden, Utah recorded
her 863rd career kill to move
into a tie for 10th place all-‐time
at USU.
But it was fellow-‐senior
White who stole the spotlight
early on, tallying five kills as
the Aggies cruised to a 25-‐17
first-‐set win. Sophomore
Rachel Orr also recorded five
kills, and Sorensen finished
the way she started it, putting
down her third kill and mov-‐

See CHAMPS, Page 9

8,)98%,78%8):300)=&%008)%1 celebrates its undisputed Western Athletic Conference Championship
on the Spectrum court after their sweep of Texas State on Wednesday. CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo

FOOTBALL

WAC title on the line
BY TAVIN STUCKI
sports editor

SOPHMORE QB CHUCKIE KEETON, identifies
a defensive scheme in a game earlier this season. Keeton
must keep up with the high-powered La. Tech offense
Saturday for USU to have a chance at the WAC title.
CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo

Saturday’s game between Utah
State and No. 19 Louisiana Tech
will in all likelihood be the Western
Athletic Conference championship
game. Both teams sit at 4-‐0 in the
WAC with one game to be played
after this weekend.
“Obviously, the Louisiana Tech
game is a huge game for the Aggies
and a huge game for the Bulldogs,”
said Utah State head coach Gary
Andersen. “It’s a great accomplish-‐
ment by both sides to get to the
point where both teams are.”
Utah State enters the game with
an 8-‐2 record while La. Tech is 9-‐1.
A combined seven points at the
hands of Wisconsin, BYU and Texas
A&M separate these teams from
being a perfect 20-‐0 this season.
La. Tech has the second-‐best scor-‐
ing offense in the nation, putting
up an average of 53.4 points per

game. The only team to hold the
Bulldogs to fewer than 44 points
was New Mexico State when La.
Tech missed three field goals and
entered halftime with seven points.
Louisiana Tech is led by senior
quarterback Colby Cameron who
has 3,283 passing yards and a
71 completion percentage. The
Newbury Park, Calif., native has 30
total touchdowns this season and
has set an active NCAA record for
consecutive career pass attempts
without an interception at 419.
Wide receiver Quinton Patton’s
1,086 yards and 11 touchdown
catches are a complement to run-‐
ning back Kenneth Dixon’s 1,052
yards rushing and 24 rushing
touchdowns in a fast-‐paced, well-‐
balanced offense.
Andersen said the Aggie defense
will have to substitute well to keep
control of the game.
“When Louisiana Tech feels that
they’ve got you tired, they are going

to put the pedal to the metal,”
Andersen said. “They are going to
say keep the same personnel group
on the field and they are going
to come after you. We cannot let
fatigue be a factor to us. You may
have to strategically use a timeout
here and there to let you catch your
breath if you need to.”
Utah State ranks sixth in the
nation in scoring defense, allowing
13.5 points per game. The Aggies
have only allowed more than 20
points in a game twice this season,
27 to San Jose State on the road and
against Utah in overtime. USU won
both games.
The Aggies have outscored oppo-‐
nents 103-‐6 in the first quarter, a
testament to the strength of the
USU defense.
Louisiana Tech head coach Sonny
Dykes said Utah State has the stron-‐
gest defense the Bulldogs will have

See FOOTBALL, Page 8

HOCKEY

USU to host Beehive Showcase this weekend
BY SEAN O’SULLIVAN
staff writer

The Utah State club hockey team will host the Beehive
Grill Showcase this weekend, a tournament involving
USU, the University of Utah, Boise State University,
the University of Nevada, Las Vegas and San Jose State
University.
The Aggies are excited to play this tournament in
Logan.
“It’s an honor to host it at home,” said Aggie captain
Brian Gibbons. “We’ve got the best fans definitely in the
American Collegiate Hockey Association. Every night it’s
sold out.”
At this point in the season, the Aggies will have no
problem physically playing three games in three nights.
However, there is a mental aspect to the tournament as
well.
“I try to just get my mind focused in on what we have
to do this weekend and how to play against those teams
and make sure I’m doing my job,” said forward Chris
Videto.
Even though the University of Utah is involved in the
tournament, the Aggies won’t get a chance at redemp-‐
tion this week after USU’s 6-‐2 loss earlier this season.
Instead, they will play Boise State, UNLV and SJSU.
Boise State is having an average season so far: They
are in 11th place in points. However, in the rankings,
which takes strength of schedule into consideration,
they were ranked 17th in the West in the last poll.
The Broncos and the Aggies share two common oppo-‐
nents in Weber State and BYU. While the Aggies defeat-‐
ed WSU handily and shut out BYU twice, the Broncos
barely squeaked by the Cougars twice and lost 8-‐1 to
Weber State.

Individually, of players who have played five games or
more, BSU has only two players who are scoring a point-‐
per-‐game pace while USU has seven.
As a team, Utah State has scored 12 more goals on the
season than BSU while playing two less games.
The Rebels of UNLV have played six games this year.
One thing that stands out with the Rebels is their ability
to put the puck in the net.
UNLV has 38 goals with a season-‐high 12 goals com-‐
ing against California State University, Northridge. On
the other hand, they’ve also allowed 31 goals, so the
team defense may still be working things out because it’s
still early in their season.
Lastly, the Aggies will face San Jose State in what
could be the biggest game of the tournament. The
Spartans are ranked just below the Aggies and are look-‐
ing for a big win.
“I’m most excited to play San Jose because they’re
ranked number two in the western side behind us,” said
forward Cooper Limb. “It’ll be a good game. It’s always
fun to play those top rivals.”
The Aggies also remember how the Spartans played
last year.
“I’d say San Jose State would be our toughest match
because they gave us a good game last year and they had
a pretty good run in regionals last year too,” Gibbons
said.
The Spartans beat the University of Utah earlier this
year and the U of U is the only team to beat the Aggies.
However, the Spartans were beat by Denver, a team the
Aggies beat on the road this season. This game might
be the most evenly-‐matched game in the tournament for
the Aggies.
Utah State will play Boise State this Thursday, UNLV
on Friday and San Jose State on Saturday at the George

98%,78%8)³7.3)0&%7732 muscles through a
BYU skater in a game at the Eccles Ice Center earlier this
season. CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo

S. Eccles Ice Center. All Utah State games are scheduled
to begin at 7 p.m. If fans come early, they can catch
other teams playing at 4 p.m. and stay to watch the
Aggies play later, getting two games for the price of one.
– sean.osullivan@aggiemail.usu.edu
Twitter: @seansy89
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

Aggies get rematch with Gaels
BY MARK HOPKINS
staff writer

And now for the big
show.
After a season-‐opening
victory Saturday against
Idaho State, the Utah
State men’s basketball
team is ready to go
against the highly rated
Saint Mary’s Gaels on
Thursday.
“It’s been on my mind
for awhile, ever since
I saw this game,” said
junior center Jarred Shaw.
“No disrespect to the
other teams we’re play-‐
ing, but it kind of caught
my eye. They’re normally
a Top-‐25 team, and we’ve
got them coming in the
Spectrum.”
Due to past history
between the two teams
and the Gaels receiving
votes in Top-‐25 polls,
Thursday’s game has
received national atten-‐
tion.
Assistant coach Chris
Jones said the Aggies pre-‐
pared the same for this
game as they would for
any other.
“We all know it’s a big
game, a great opponent,”
Jones said. “We don’t
treat it any differently
than any other game.”
Senior guard Preston
Medlin redshirted during
Utah State’s last matchup
against the Gaels but suit-‐
ed up for the game during
his freshman season in
2009.
almost
“It was a tough loss
when
when played here
thing.
against them,” Medlin

team in London.
“He’s phenomenal,”
Jones said. “He’s basically
a Steve Nash of college
basketball. The ball’s in
his hands 90 percent of
the game. He makes plays
for himself, for others.
He’s a nightmare to deal
with.”
Medlin faced off
against Dellavedova when
both were freshman and
said the Australian only
continues to improve.
“He’s a player that
makes their team run,”
he said. “We’re trying to
keep the ball out of his
hands. He’s a great play-‐
maker and makes every-‐
one on the court better.”
Shaw said the coaches
have prepared the Aggies
well and they like their
plans.
“We’re doing some
things to kind of mess
with the point guard,”
Shaw said. “They’ve got a
really good point guard.
We’ve got a good game
plan to try and confuse
him a little bit.”
Jones singled out junior
guard Stephen Holt as
another shotmaker the
Aggies need to be aware
of and said the rest of the
Gaels are tough too.
“They’re very experi-‐
AGGIE CENTER JARRED SHAW pulls up for
enced, very tested,” Jones
a jumper in Utah State’s ugly win over Idaho State on
said. “They basically six
Saturday. DELAYNE LOCKE photo
of their top-‐seven guys
back.”
said. “They were a good
senior point guard and
Shaw said the Gaels are
team just like they are
four-‐year starter Matthew
now. Same coach, well-‐
Dellavedova. Dellavedova also talented and big in
:HGGLQJ,QYLWDWLRQVDQG3DSHU
the post.
coached team, very physi-‐ has received
national
*RRGV5HVXPHV
“They’ve got a lot of
cal.”
acclaim and started for
guys,” he said. “It’s going
The Gaels are led by
the Australian
Olympic
)OLHUV&RPPHUFLDO3ULQWLQJ
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led in part by senior safe-‐

to be a pretty physical
game.”
Medlin said the Aggies
are trying to focus on
their offensive prepara-‐
tion and view it as an
advantage.
“We’ve just got to come
out and play our game
and run our sets really
well,” he said. “We’ve got
to cut hard and screen
well and we’ll have a
pretty good chance.”
History shows two
evenly matched teams.
The Gaels won a Bracket
Buster matchup on their
home floor in 2008 and
snapped the Aggies’
37-‐home game winning
streak in the Spectrum
the next year. The Aggies
won 75-‐65 at Saint Mary’s
in 2010.
“That was a great, great
memory,” Jones said of
the 2010 win. “But we’re
glad we’re playing them
here.”
The Aggies are very
excited for the matchup.
“This is a big game for
us and a very good team
that is coming in and try-‐
ing to beat us,” Medlin
said.
Tipoff is at 7 p.m.
Thursday in the
Spectrum and Shaw said
the team needs the fans
as loud as possible.
“Everybody be pumped
up, we will be pumped up
and we’re going to do our
job,” he said.
– m.hop@aggiemail.usu.
edu
Twitter: @legendarymhops
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Tech sophomore safety
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ing lights out defensive-‐
Mike Schrang is more
Utah State’s defense is
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concerned with stop-‐
ping USU quarterback
Chuckie Keeton.
“They have good
players,” Schrang said.
“Keeton is a very good
quarterback. He makes
plays on his feet and
though the air. They have
a good offensive line.
They have playmakers on
that side of the ball that
we are going to have to
stop.”
Keeton leads the Aggies
offense well, facilitating
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Las Vegas native sur-‐
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ing on the season and
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OPINION

Breaking down the WAC: Championship edition
And here it is, the game
to end all games — or at
least in the Western Athletic
Conference. But we’ll get to
that later.

Mexico State, which would
be fine if they played a BCS
schedule instead of a WAC
schedule. Idaho has been
outscored 94-26 in its last
two games.
No offense to UTSA, but
they would win this game
even if they were a wannabe-FCS team that just
made the jump up to play
FBS. Oh wait — they are.

UTSA at Idaho
Is it getting a little old
seeing us pick against Idaho
week after week? We hope
not, because you’re getting
a healthy dose of it again
today.
We cannot emphasize
enough just how bad the
Vandals are and we don’t
care if they hear it. The only
team they’ve beaten is New

Brigham Young at San Jose
State
There are times when we
pick against BYU just to piss
people off. While this is also

one of those times, we still
think the Spartans are going
to win.
Granted, the final score
last week showed the
Cougars have any semblance of an offense, but
don’t forget: They played
Idaho. BYU won’t be able to
move the ball this week, and
the only way the Cougars
will win is if they sack David
Fales more times than Utah
State did in its 49-27 win in
San Jose, Calif.
We’re
picking
the
Spartans’ 8-2 record over
BYU’s 6-4, but we would
have done it even if the

Cougars were undefeated —
like that will ever happen.
Texas State at Navy
The Bobcats are a meager
3-6 while the Midshipmen
are already bowl eligible, but
did you see Texas State put
up 55 points on La. Tech?
They matched the Bulldogs
score for score and lost by a
touchdown.
Granted, La. Tech has as
much defense as BYU has
offense — looking at you,
Riley Nelson — so Texas
State’s high-scoring affair
is slightly diminished. Even

still, Navy hasn’t beaten anyone of consequence.
Even though the game is
at Navy Memorial Stadium,
we’re going to pick Texas
State.
Utah State at
Louisiana Tech

No.

19

Here it is, the game to
end all games — or at least
the game to determine WAC
dominance this season. We
should have saved the best
for last, but we don’t mind
if you stop reading here

See BREAKING, Page 11

CHAMPS: Utah State earns victory on senior night over Bobcats
From page 7
ing into sole possession of 10th
place all-‐time.
“It gives me something to
look back on when I’m old,”
Sorensen said. “It just means
that I’ve been here a long time
and that I’ve been able to play
and get some kills. It’s cool.”
Sorensen finished the night
tied for ninth place all-‐time
after finishing with 10 kills,
and the Aggies went up two
sets to none with a strong fin-‐
ish for the second-‐consecutive
set.
Trailing by three midway
through the second set, sopho-‐
more libero Ashlan Rogers
reeled off three service aces
and nearly had a fourth as part
of a 4-‐0 run to give the Aggies
a 17-‐16 lead. USU finished the
set with a 16-‐5 run.
“We knew it was going to
be an emotional night,” White
said. “We knew we needed to
come out and feed off of those
emotions and use them for
positive things. We were able
to do that. We did a good job
of coming together and not
paying attention to the score.

We used what got us the lead
in the first place and got the
lead back.”
It was the 16th time this
season USU won the first two
sets, and the Aggies improved
to 15-‐1 in those matches after
an action-‐packed third set.
Emotions flared early in
the set after a series of events
sparked by a disputed call led
to a red card for Texas State’s
head coach. The turn of events
put the Aggies up 3-‐2 instead
of down, and the they capital-‐
ized with a 4-‐0 run for a 6-‐2
lead they never relinquished.
“I was nervous coming in
because I get super emotional,
so I was like ‘I’m going to be
crying and they’re going to be
serving and it’s just going to be
a disaster,’” White said. “So it
feels good to be able to come
together. We didn’t just win,
but we played well as a team. It
felt right, it felt good.”
All three seniors saw signifi-‐
cant playing time and played
a major role in the outcome.
After all was said and done,
the trio of Sorensen, White
and Hargrove had the oppor-‐
tunity to light the “A” atop the
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1)1&)673*8,)979:300)=&%008)%1 celebrate a point in USU’s

– curtis.lundstrom@aggiemail. sweep over Texas State on Wednesday. The win on Senior Night gave the Aggies a 20-8
usu.edu overall record and 15-3 in conference this season. CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo
Twitter: @CurtisLundstrom
www.a-bay-usu.com
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Old Main tower blue.
“That was fun, it was cool,”
Hargrove said. “It’s exciting
that we won obviously or it
probably would have been a
different story. It was bitter-‐
sweet. It was exciting that the
team was able to get up so I
could go in and set.”
With the win, Utah State
concluded the regular season
at 20-‐8 overall, including a
15-‐3 mark in conference play.
The top-‐seeded Aggies will
begin postseason play against
the No. 8 seed in the WAC
Tournament, either Seattle
or UT-‐Arlington, after a first-‐
round bye on Monday, Nov. 19
at 6:30 p.m.
“It was definitely an emo-‐
tional roller coaster,” Sorensen
said. “It’s sad because it’s our
last game in the Spectrum,
but we have to stay focused
because we have the tourna-‐
ment coming up and we want
to go and win that. So we’re
not getting too crazy emo-‐
tional yet.”
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Don’t complain if
you won’t contribute
In the Brutally Honest Forum on
Wednesday, three students stepped
forward with concerns for the ASUSU
Executive Council. Either the council is
doing a great job or the student body
isn’t paying attention. We’re inclined to
think both statements are true.
After spending a few years with college students in
Cache
Valley,
some of us at
An Editorial Opinion
The Statesman
have noticed a
few trends. Every
year around this time, the weather gets
cold. It’s not uncommon for the first
snow of the year to hit in October,
yet every year someone starts howling like the sky is falling when it does.
Complaining seems to be part of human
nature — or, at least, part of our culture.
We understand how easy it is to complain about weather, professors, jobs,
the newspaper or student government.
Unlike the weather, however, students
can improve student government with a
little more involvement.
It’s easy to complain about the
American political system. We have two
ever-diverging parties, super-PACs and
democratic representatives beholden
not only to voters, but to the companies
that buy votes. What reason do we, as
USU students have to resent our leaders
if we don’t give them feedback?
In nearly every interview and Executive
Council meeting we can recall, ASUSU
leaders discuss ways to get students
more involved with student government
and its projects throughout the university. Christian Orr, ASUSU student advocate, started the USU Think Tank but
has since said he wishes more students
would volunteer to take on the projects
the new program has created. Most of
these projects are well thought out and
have the potential to improve lives, but
only if enough people can help them get
started.
The current ASUSU administration has
done a pretty good job, but there’s room
for improvement. Each student who voices a concern or volunteers for a few
hours can make an improvement to our
campus, our school and our erstwhile
home in northern Utah.
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ForumLetters
Pornography
harms others
To the editor:
The recent opinion column ‘Shame
Ag gravates
Sexual
Addictions’ focused on
the unhealthy effects of
the taboo status Utah
has put on sex and its
related subjects. It specifically cited Fight the
New Drug’s recent
exposition, and stated
that the information
was poorly presented. However, I wish it
would have included a
disclaimer that validated
their cause. Their point,
as I see it, is not that sexual urges are damaging,
but that pornography is
and should be avoided
at all costs.
P o r n o g r a p h y
shouldn’t be classified
with masturbation, lust,
and sex, as it was in
the
aforementioned
article. Pornography,
unlike the other three, is
fatal. The lives of three
people dear to me were
ruined because of it.
One attempted suicide,
one threatened to kill his
wife, and another tried

to run over his pregnant
wife with a car. Months
later, we discovered that
their dramatic actions
were an effect of finding pornography and
consequently becoming
addicted to it.
Research shows that
pornography releases
the chemicals that produce euphoria during
sex. Obviously these
chemicals have addictive traits. These three
adults, who were all
married, became so
addicted to pornography that daily sex wasn’t
enough to satisfy their
cravings, and thus they
became increasingly dissatisfied with their lives.
Psychological
interviews showed that in
two of the three cases,
no other cause could be
identified (the exception
struggled with PTSD).
They were not struggling
with affairs, drug addictions, or extreme financial or marital woes. This
is according to the mental professionals they
visited, not the opinions
of their family members.
With one exception, the
only cause that could
be seen of their 180s in
sanity was pornography.

Pornography is NOT
condonable in any circumstance. It disrupts
the viewer’s mental balances and makes natural, healthy sexual urges
escalate into uncontrollable addictions. The
lives of three families I
love have been ruined
because of pornography. One of the addicted has been legally
banned from ever seeing his children again.
Those children fear him
to this day. Any one of
them would tell you
his personality changes
began not long after his
addiction to pornography.
I understand that
the author of ‘Shame
Aggravates
Sexual
Addictions’
doesn’t
agree with how Fight
the New Drug presented their anti-pornography material. However,
I wish they would have
put in the disclaimer that
Fight the New Drug’s
cause is right, regardless
of the presentation.
Forgive me if I’m
overreacting. This is a
subject that has bruised
my heart forever.
Taleechia Riley

Allegations distract from cyclist’s service
'EPI4EXXIVWSR
Soap
Box

A professional
cyclist contracts a
deadly, killing disease. After a long
battle and against all
odds, he manages to
not only defeat cancer, but return to the
sport of cycling and
win its highest honor
as champion of the
Tour de France not
once, but a record

seven times.
What Lance Armstrong achieved didn’t end
with each race — he became a cancer research
activist, founding Livestrong, the organization
whose platform is to identify issues faced by
cancer survivors and improve the quality of life
for those in the cancer community.
I have read his books — all of them, I think. I
was probably 13 or 14 years old when I did so.
I was amazed by his story, even inspired. I think
of how many people he has helped and how
many lives he has changed through his efforts.
Anyone with internet access, which is virtually everyone, will see a very different image of
Lance plastered across news sites around the
globe. The credibility of his cycling accomplishments is now in question. Google news with
his name and you will see dark headlines about
fallen heroes, deception and doping, painting a
picture of of man without integrity — a cheater
who should no longer be the object of our
admiration.
I don’t by any means condone what he did,
and I do not think that the ends justify the
means in this case, but that said, have you ever
cheated? I have. Am I proud of it? Of course
not, though I feel like I need to ask myself a
question: What good have I done in the world
to counterbalance my negative act of cheating? What positive things have I done to make
up for moments when I have been lacking in
integrity? What have you done?
It is easy to sit back in our desk chairs,

pointing the finger of condemnation at Lance,
scorning him for what we feel was some sort of
betrayal. If he did indeed dope, he obviously
knew it all along, and before he was crucified
by the media, the moral burden of that decision
was confined to him and any directly involved.
Is my life changed because he cheated? No. I
do not know him. He is not my friend. I admired
the values and ideas for which he stood, and
they have not somehow disappeared because
he has fallen from fame. Hard workers can still
win. People can still overcome cancer and go
on to do amazing things. My very good friend
Meghan Peterson, a USU student, has beaten
cancer. That inspires me. I can still apply the
lessons I learned from Lance Armstrong’s story
because I don’t see them in him alone.
I have yet to do something so great as start a
foundation for cancer research, let alone beat
the disease. My achievements cannot hope
to rival that single achievement of Lance, but
someday they could. I can only hope they will.
And guess what? I am positive that, just like
Lance, I will be making a great deal of my own
mistakes along the way. I can only hope that
in the end I accomplish much more good than
bad.
In my opinion, we are all much better served
by remembering the positive image and inspiring ideals the story of Lance Armstrong once
provided rather than dwelling on the negative
media and networking which so darkly portray
him.
I still admire him. Yeah, he cheated. So have
you. So have I. But between the three of us,
cheating aside, who has done the most good
for humanity? My bet is that it’s still Lance. So
next time you point a finger at him for making
some serious mistakes, remember: There are
three more pointing back at you.
– Cale Patterson is a sophomore majoring in
journalism and communications. He enjoys
home renovation, physical fitness and writing.
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About letters

 /HWWHUVVKRXOGEHOLP
ited to 400 words.
 $OOOHWWHUVPD\EH
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
 /HWWHUVPXVWEH
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
 1RDQRQ\PRXVOHW
ters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include
a phone number or
e-mail address as well
as a student identification number (none
of which is published). Letters will
not be printed without this verification.
 /HWWHUVUHSUHVHQWLQJ
groups — or more
than one individual —
must have a singular
representative clearly
stated, with all necessary identification
information.
 :ULWHUVPXVWZDLW
days before submitting successive letters
— no exceptions.
 /HWWHUVFDQEHKDQG
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.utahstatesman.
com for more info.
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Areas for cooperation in Congress
Nat'l View
A look at what
others are saying

There will be plenty of
fights between Republicans
and Democrats in the next
Congress, but here are five
areas where there could be
genuine collaboration:
—K-12
education
reform. After many years of
falling test scores, it should
be agreed that what we
are doing isn’t working.
Compromise on refashioning No Child Left Behind
should allow for blockgranting, greater state
control, charter schools
and school-choice experimentation (some of which
Mitt Romney cited on the
trail). If Democrats want to
subsidize the hiring of more
teachers, trade-offs can be
made.
—Privacy. All it takes
to interest Republicans
in cyberprivacy is the FBI
snooping on military leaders. Conservatives, who
have in the past been

enamored of prosecutorial power, should be concerned about drone spying.
And civil libertarians of all
stripes should start thinking
about reasonable limits on
federal power.
—The medical device
tax. Few taxes are as
counterproductive as this
Obamacare tax, which
is regressive (hitting rich
and poor users of medical devices), anti-business
and anti-innovation. Surely
lawmakers can come up
with something better than
taxing wheelchairs and
innovative insulin-testing
equipment.
—College
tuition
and school loan reform.
Students today are encouraged to load up on debt,
regardless of their likely
future income; universities
have little reason to curb
costs or to deliver education efficiently; and too few
people work in skilled technical positions. Rather than
perpetuating this system by
insisting that everyone go
to a four-year college and
taxpayers must subsidize
uneconomical choices, law-

makers should rethink the
student loan system, trying
to encourage alternative
educational avenues (twoyear colleges, technical
certification programs, etc.)
and make taxpayer-subsidized universities deliver a
meaningful education at a
reasonable cost.
—Energy
policy.
The Wall Street Journal
reports that a shale-oil
boom “will thrust the U.S.
ahead of Saudi Arabia
as the world’s largest oil
producer by 2020,” citing
the International Energy
Agency. Surely there is a
bipartisan group of lawmakers to push a real energy
strategy. President Obama
may be ideologically joined
at the hip with radical
environmentalists, but the
promise of energy independence and new jobs is
alluring.
– Jennifer Rubin is a conservative columnist and a
blogger for the Washington
Post.

BREAKING: La. Tech stacks up well

From page 9
and ignore the Utah
game. Aggies win in a
close game.
In effect, this game
will decide the WAC
champion. La. Tech is
9-1 and Utah State is
8-2. Both teams are
4-0 in the WAC. While
it is possible for San
Jose State to upset the
Bulldogs at home next
week and complicate
things with a perceivable three-way tie situation, nobody thinks
it’s going to happen.
See the related story
in this issue for all the
keys to the game, but

let’s just say we think
La. Tech’s defense —
USU’s offense > USU’s
defense – La. Tech’s
offense.
Arizona at Utah
Sorry to all you closet Ute fans, but nobody
in the office thinks
Utah will pull this one
out. Yes, the Wildcats
are only 6-4 but they
have already faced five
Top-25 teams, including a win over No. 9
USC two weeks ago.
What
has
Utah
done? Well, they were
picked to finish second
in the Pac-12 South and

have done nothing to
live up to that expectation. The Utes can’t
even get past the mediocre teams in the conference, and with a better draw Arizona might
not have a mediocre
conference record.
The
only
way
Utah
wins
is
if
Snowmageddon 2.0
hits and freezes the
Arizona players when
they step off the plane
in Salt Lake City.
Have some beef with
our picks? Let us know
online at www.usustatesman.com

To Early to Think About

Spring  
Break?

Not Hardly!!

Check out the Statesman Travel Center
@ www.utahstatesman.com
for GREAT student deals!
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EXTREME WEATHER
Severe drought conditions, rampant
wildfires and destructive hurricanes:
Are these extreme events a
forecast of things to come?
Scientists point to climate change
as the direct cause of increasingly
destructive weather.
By Merrie Leininger

H

McClatchy-Tribune Information Services

urricane Sandy
devastated
coastal communities all along the
Eastern Seaboard
and killed more
than 180 people in the
United States and Caribbean,
according to reports.
Sandy was the 18th tropical cyclone and named
storm and 10th hurricane of
the 2012 hurricane season.
In August, Isaac delayed the
2012 Republican National
Convention, killed 41 people and caused millions in
damage. According to
Reuters, disaster modeling
company EQUCAT estimated Sandy caused up to $20
billion in insured losses and
$50 billion in economic
losses in the United States
alone, ranking the storm as
the fourth-costliest catastrophe ever in the U.S.
Michael Oppenheimer is
the Albert G. Milbank
Professor of Geosciences
and International Affairs at
Princeton University. He
also is faculty associate of
the Atmospheric and
Ocean Sciences Program.
In the wake of Sandy,
Oppenheimer told CNN,
“It’s a foretaste of things to
come.” Bigger storms and
higher sea levels will create
a “growing threat” in the
coming decades.
Steven Hamburg, chief
scientist of the nonprofit
organization the Environmental Defense Fund, agreed
and said climate change is
the direct cause of increasingly destructive storms:
“Yes. Without a doubt,
the pattern of the new normal is very consistent with
the changing climate. …We
can look at things like the
increase in sea temperatures
and know they are directly
caused by climate change
and increasing the power of
a storm like Sandy. We
can’t predict a month from
now, this is going to happen
or this storm will hit, but …
what we can anticipate with
a high degree of confidence

Melting ice

The amount of ice in the Arctic
Ocean melted to an all-time low
this year, shrinking 18 percent
smaller than the previous
record set in 2007.

is we will expect to see
more of this.”
Hamburg said the consistent rise in global sea
and air temperatures means
increased melting of sea
ice at the poles, which
changes weather patterns
and that water evaporates
more rapidly, creating
intense rainstorms.
According to a study by
scientists at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison as
reported in the Milwaukee
Journal-Sentinel, summer
ice melt over the Arctic
Ocean was more than all
previous measurements and
equaled an area larger than
the state of Texas.
“This is not only a record
low, but it easily broke the
previous record, set in
2007,” says Steve Vavrus, a
senior scientist in the Nelson
Institute Center for Climatic
Research at the university,
according to the school.
Hamburg said that the
ice melt creates an effect
like a boulder gaining steam
as it rolls down a hill.
“We are losing the snow
and ice because we’re getting
warmer, and then more snow
and ice melts. Water absorbs
more sunlight than ice,
which reflects much of it
back,” Hamburg said. “The
reason you’d make your roof
white instead of black is
because it reflects the light
back. On a hot day, you
don’t go sit on black asphalt,
because you’ll scorch.”
Hamburg said this also
affects vegetation and agriculture.
“The nights are getting
warmer than the days are,
and there are impacts on
vegetation. A particular
example is, in my own area
in Rhode Island, it makes it
hard to make maple syrup,
because you need warm
days and cold nights.”
Combined with dense
development in coastal
areas, rising sea levels and
more storms that make
landfall, climate change is
going to be very costly.
Median melt, 1979-2000
Arctic sea ice extent,
Sept. 19

The big problem
H-63;@3/713:39A@:<?3<4A63
dark ocean surface is exposed;
90 percent of sunlight is absorbed,
warming the Arctic ocean

Minimum ice extent

GREENLAND

In millions of square miles
(sq. km) and date measured
9/18/07
9/20/08
9/13/09
9/21/10
9/11/11
9/16/12

RICK
NEASE/
DETROIT
FREE
PRESS/
MCT

1.61 (4.17)
1.77 (4.59)
1.98 (5.13)
1.79 (4.63)
1.67 (4.33)
1.32 (3.41)

Source: Arctic Sea Ice News and Analysis Graphic: Melina Yingling
MCT

RISING TEMPERATURES
Global Highlights from the National Climatic Data
Center, part of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
■ The Northern Hemisphere land surface temperature
for June 2012 was the all-time warmest June on record,
at 2.34 degrees Fahrenheit above average, based on temperatures recorded since 1880.
■ The globally averaged land surface temperature for
June 2012 was also the all-time warmest June on record,
at 1.93 F above average.
■ The June worldwide ocean surface temperatures
ranked as the 10th warmest June on record.

“It’s not one uniform
effect, but in Rhode Island,
where I live, in the past 75
years, the water is 8 inches
higher than 75 years ago,
and it is going to rise at a
faster rate,” Hamburg said.
“Development has assumed
the geography is constant,
so it created the conditions
that are dangerous.”
Ironically, the same
process that creates heavy
storms also can cause
drought.
“That puzzles people, but
we saw that this summer. If
you get more of your rainfall
in big events, you can still
have longer periods of no
rain. It’s a double whammy.
That’s one of our challenges
— managing water in all
aspects. Ensuring water
when we need it and for
vegetation,” Hamburg said.
In order to slow climate
change, Hamburg said,
people should focus on
their energy usage.
“We need to reduce our
emissions of greenhouse
gases over the long term —
that means carbon dioxide.
We are affected by the carbon dioxide of our parents
and grandparents, as well as
our own,” Hamburg said. “In
the short term, we emit
gasses such as methane and
black carbon, which is different from carbon dioxide.
They are much stronger trappers of energy in the atmosphere, but don’t last as long.”
Hamburg suggested
reducing emissions of
methane, which is in natural gas, can slow the rise of
temperatures.
“We can’t keep the train
from getting faster, but we
can slow the rate of
increase,” Hamburg said.
“That allows us to build an
economy that emits less
carbon. That’s going to take
a while. We can move to
more efficient buildings and
focus on renewable energy,
but it will take time.”
Hamburg said anything
that heats or cools your
home or water uses the most
energy. He has equipped his
house with a programmable
thermostat that allows the
family to heat single rooms
instead of the whole house
and uses a timer to turn the
heat or air on at certain times
of the day when it’s needed.
“When we go to bed, the
heat is off. Before we get up,
it comes back up. We’re not
here very long before we
leave for school and work.
Those kinds of simple things
that don’t affect us can make
a big difference. It’s sort of
our down payment.”
Hamburg said climate
change is happening and
well-documented.
“You have to prepare for
(increased temperatures and
more storms and drought). It
will happen,” Hamburg said.
“It isn’t coming as a shock.
This is based on well-understood physical properties. We
were talking about these patterns (seventeen years ago),
and what we expect to see.
That’s happening today and
will happen more quickly.”
— SOURCES: NOAA, NBC NEWS,
T H E G UA R D I A N , T H E L . A . T I M E S ,
T H E M I LWAU K E E J O U R N A L SENTINEL, UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN-MADISON

Weather-related events on the rise
Unprecedented tornadoes, fires, storms, hurricanes and floods contributed
to a record 14 U.S. weather and climate disasters that caused $1 billion or
more in damage in 2011. “There were just an inordinate number of extremely
hazardous and deadly, destructive weather events,” said Greg Carbin, a
meteorologist for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. U.S.
costs from severe drought conditions, wildfires, and now Sandy are expected
to surpass those incurred in 2011.

Disasters with at least $1 billion in damage
Tornado

Heat, drought

Storms, flood

Blizzard, freeze

Hurricane

Wildfire

In order of occurrence, all damage estimates in 2011 dollars

2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006

Hurricane Katrina helps make this year
the costliest in modern weather history:
$160 billion for the year and
$144 billion for Katrina

2005
2004

2012 SO FAR

2003

Tornadoes: As of
October, there were
more than 850
confirmed tornadoes.

2002
Severe fire often occurs in
tandem with drought; in this fire
season, 7 million acres burn in
the West
$2.6 billion

2001
2000
1999
1998
1997

Blizzards dump 1-4
feet of snow over
Appalachians,
Mid-Atlantic and
Northeast. Severe
flooding follows
$4.3 billion

1996
1995
1994

Flooding on the
Mississippi kills
48 people
$32.8 billion

1993
1992

Hurricane Andrew is the
second-costliest
hurricane after Katrina
but may be surpassed
by Hurricane Sandy
$43.3 billion

1991
1990

A severe freeze in the central and
southern San Joaquin Valley in
California causes the loss of citrus,
avocado trees and other crops
$3.7 billion

1989
1988
1987

NONE

1986

NOAA acknowledges that the
data it uses to monitor weather
and cost has improved over
time and could raise the
number of billion-dollar
weather disasters

1985
1984

Heat wave and drought in the central
and eastern U.S. causes severe losses
in agriculture and related industries
$77.2 billion

NONE

1983
1982

NONE

1981

NONE

1980

CLIMATE CHANGE
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE

El Nino brings
storms and flooding,
especially in the
western and
southern states
$2.5 billion
Heat waves and drought can often
be the most costly disasters over
time because of their impact on
farming; this one in 1980 cost
$60.2 billion in damage

Drought: A La Nina
pattern continued,
bringing little rain to the
southern half of the
country. As of
September, more than
2,000 U.S. counties had
been designated as
disaster areas by
USDA, mainly due to
drought.
Wildfires: As a result of
an extremely dry winter
and hot summer
temperatures, Colorado
witnessed the worst fire
seasons on record. The
fires have scorched
hundreds of square
miles and approximately
600 homes and are
expected to cost up to
$450 million in insured
damage.
Storms and flooding:
A warmer climate can
increase the number of
severe rainstorms.
The June derecho — a
wind storm associated
with a band of rapidly
moving showers or
thunderstorms — swept
across the Midwest and
Mid-Atlantic and is
blamed for 17 deaths
and widespread power
outages.
Hurricanes: Since
1995, there have been
more tropical storms
and hurricanes,
attributed to warmer
ocean temperatures. In
late August, Hurricane
Isaac dumped 9 to 12
inches of rain on New
Orleans, causing up to
$2 billion in damages.
We still don’t know the
full extent of damage
from superstorm
Sandy, but the storm is
now blamed for 180
deaths and estimated
to have cost up to $50
billion.
Snow: Just days after
superstorm Sandy, a
record snowfall of 4.7
inches fell in New York
City’s Central Park
when another
nor’easter hit the
northeast.

Source: National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, National Climatic Data Center,
National Hurricane Center, news reports,
www.insurancejournal.com, AccuWeather, MCT
Graphic: Kate Nieland, Chicago Tribune and MCT
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CrossWord Puzzler
FOR RELEASE NOVEMBER 15, 2012

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Elegant trinket
6 Yam or taro
11 “Talk of the
Nation” airer
14 Not proximate
15 “The Princess
Bride” kidnapper
__ Montoya
16 Rivière contents
17 Negotiator’s
assets
20 Textbook updates,
e.g.: Abbr.
21 Pricey screens
22 Nuts for soft drinks
23 Stage signal
24 Synthesizer
pioneer
25 Utterly squashed
32 Come undone
33 Be just too sweet
34 Inkling
35 __ Lopez: chess
opening
36 Mickey D’s
breakfast item
39 In
40 Before, to the Bard
42 “Actually, that’s
not true”
43 Reasons for
returns
45 Easily identifiable
teams, in casual
games
48 Shared currency
49 Really quiet, in
music
50 USS Missouri
nickname
52 Digital image unit
55 Through
58 1885 Van Gogh
painting (whose
subjects may have
appreciated the
ends of 17-, 25and 45-Across)
61 Angkor __:
Cambodian
temple
62 Die (out)
63 Trio with notable
beards
64 “Star Trek: DSN”
role
65 Below-average Joe
66 Eternities
DOWN
1 Big screen pig
2 Third-generation
release of 2012

By Julian Lim

3 24-Down
containers
4 Part of ILO: Abbr.
5 Pacific-12
Conference
member
6 Windshield
application
7 Pac-12 member,
e.g.
8 Some troughs
9 It’s usually broken
before use
10 “You da man!”
11 Author of “The
Sandman”
graphic novels
12 Respected Smurf
13 Muscovite, e.g.:
Abbr.
18 Think tank product
19 Cheap sauce
23 Keep from going
higher
24 Subway
addition?
25 Club with the
motto “To Make
the Best Better”
26 Beset
27 Milan’s La __
28 Fully committed
29 Traveled down
the Grand Canal,
say
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Answers
found
elsewhere in
this issue!
Good Luck!
Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved
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30 Has met before
31 JFK listings
32 College srs.’ tests
37 Soup with a bento
38 Named for a prez,
Philly public
square also known
as Love Park
41 Master card?
44 Golf hole’s edge
46 Uniformed forces
47 WWI German
vice admiral
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50 USAF stealth
plane
51 “__ to do it!”
52 Trail
53 Brangelina, e.g.
54 Tic-tac-toe option
55 Quash
56 Element in
hemoglobin
57 Egyptian dangers
59 Dick
60 Philosopher
Mo-__

Today’s Issue
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Today is Thursday,
Nov. 15, 2012.
Today’s issue of The
Utah Statesman is
published especially
for Stu Daines, an
undeclared freshman from Highland,
Utah.

Almanac
Today in History: On Nov.
15, 1965 at the Bonneville
Salt Flats in Utah, 28-‐year-‐old
Californian Craig Breedlove
set a new land-‐speed record —
600.601 miles per hour — in a
which cost $250,000 and was
powered by a surplus engine
from a Navy jet. During his
first trip that day, Breedlove
zoomed across the flats at
593.178 mph; during his sec-‐
ond, he managed to push the
car up to 608.201 mph. “That
600 is about a thousand times
better than 599,” he said after-‐
ward. “Boy, it’s a great feeling.”

Weather
High: 51° Low: 28°
Skies: Mainly sunny
Humidity: 71 percent

Thursday, Nov. 15, 2012
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 Registration opens for freshmen (< 30 earned cred-‐
its)
 Phi U Donation Drive for CAPSA, All Day
 Kiger Hour-‐Jennifer Sinor, 5:15-‐7 p.m.
 Men’s Basketball vs. St. Mary’s, Dee Glen Smith
Spectrum, 7:05-‐9 p.m.
 Write Now Workshop 6:30-‐8:30 p.m.
 Dr. J Morgan Grove Lecture, ENG 302 4 p.m.
 Caine Chamber Ensemble Fall Performance,
Performance Hall 7:30 p.m.

FridayNov 16

 Open Registration Begins
 Phi U Donation Drive for CAPSA, All Day
 The Art of Happiness Workshop, TSC 310 B 1:30-‐
2:30 p.m.
 Chinese Christian Fellowship, ENG 203 6:30-‐8:30
p.m.
 Aggie Game Night, ENG 201 7-‐11:30 p.m.
 Never in Your Wildest Dreams, Chase Fine Arts
Center 7:30-‐9:30 p.m.

SaturdayNov 17
 Annual Holiday Turkey Trot, 10-‐12 p.m.
 Men’s Basketball vs. Texas A&M-‐Corpus Christi,
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum, 7:05-‐9 p.m.
 Sounds of the Stadium, Kent Concert Hall 7:30-‐10
p.m.
 USU Football vs. La. Tech, Ruston, LA 2 p.m. View
on Espn3.com

MondayNov 19
 Tuition and Fee Payment Begins
 USU’s Percussion Ensemble and Caine Percussion
Ensemble fall concert, Kent Concert Hall, 7:30 p.m.

TuesdayNov 20
 Yarncraft Guild Meeting, TSC 7-‐9 p.m.
Aggies for Christ, TSC HUB 8:30-‐9:30 p.m.

WednesdayNov 21
 Thanksgiving break — no classes

FYI:

Watch for the purple boxes around
campus Nov. 12-‐16. Donate items like
toothbrushes, shampoo/conditioner, dia-‐
pers, etc. to the abuse victims at CAPSA.
Questions or monetary donations can be
handled in FL 205.
Common Ground, a non-‐profit organi-‐
zation that serves individuals with disabil-‐
ities, is having a 4-‐week rock climbing
clinic at the Rock Haus on Mondays from
1:00-‐3:00 pm. The program starts Nov. 5
and ends Nov. 26 Cost is $20 and can be
broken into payments. Transportation is
available. Call in to sign up. 435-‐713-‐0288
The Deaf Education Student Association
at USU is excited to announce a “Give
Back Event” at Firehouse Pizzeria.
All day on Nov.19, both Firehouse Pizza
restaurants (Logan and Smithfield) will
donate 15% of their sales to DESA. You
must mention “DESA” while you dine in
order for them to donate a portion of your
sales. The funds received will go towards
DESA’s upcoming Winter Workshops
which provide quality continuing educa-‐
tion for students, teachers, interpreters
and parents of deaf children. For more
information contact desa@aggiemail.usu.
edu.
USU’s Theatre Arts Department pres-‐
ents “Never in Your Wildest Dreams:
Opera’s Fairytales and Fantasies” Nov. 17
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John’s Episcopal Church
at 85 E. 100 N. in Logan. Forty under-‐
graduate students present various scenes
from operas spanning three centuries,
from Mozart to Bernstein to Gilbert and
Sullivan. This performance is free and
open to the public.
The Symphonic Band is performing
“The Holiday Closer,” their final concert
for the semester on Nov. 27 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Kent Concert Hall, located in the
Chase Fine Arts Center on USU’s cam-‐
pus. The Symphonic Band will play “76
Trombones” by Meredith Wilson, “Cajun
Folk Songs” by Frank Ticheli and an
arrangement of “It’s the Most Wonderful
Time of the Year” by Edward Pola and
George Wyle, among others.
Local florist Sarah Parslow is back by

Argyle Sweater Universal

popular demand for another fabulously fun
workshop on making holiday wreaths.
All supplies provided. Take home two or
more wreaths depending on attendance.
Registration required. For more information
call Stokes Nature Center at 435-‐755-‐3239 or
email nature@logannature.org.
Come play in the Annual Institute Turkey
Bowl Flag Football Tournament on Nov. 17
at 10 a.m. on the HPER fields. This year we
will have Men, Women, and Co-‐Ed divisions.
Sign up by the front office of the Institute.
Turkey Trot 5K Nov. 17 on campus. Bring
a can of food and get $1 off. Sign up at the
HPER service desk. Prizes at the end.
The Aggie Marching Band presents their
end-‐of-‐season concert “Sounds of the
Stadium” at 7:30 p.m. in the Kent Concert
Hall on Nov. 17. The band will perform
highlights from their 2012 season as well as
school songs and fan favorites. This concert is
free and open to the public.

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at
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